2024 ARMENIAN FILMS PROGRAM

SPOTLIGHT SCREENING

Barev Yes Em..
SUNDAY MARCH 17 - 5:00pm

North American Premiere | Cannes Classics 2023 | Frunze Dovlatyan | Armenia 1966 | 105 mins
One of the historic milestones of Armenian cinema, inspired by the lives of two physicists and with the participation of three actors from Soviet cinema’s hall of fame including Armen Djigarkhanyan. The film was selected in Competition at the Cannes Film Festival in 1966. Hello, It’s Me! attracted ten million viewers in the Soviet Union when released in 1966. 100 years of Armenian Cinema. “Love and death, war and creation, the problem of memory [...] were highlighted with unexpected freshness. It’s a great film.” Sergei Parajanov.

250 KM
FRIDAY MARCH 15 - 2:50pm

Narrative short | Hasmik Movsisyan | Armenia | 2022 | 20:00 mins
A war suddenly breaks out, and a 14-year-old boy embarks on a treacherous 250 kilometer journey to save his family.

Partings & landings
FRIDAY MARCH 15 - 2:50pm

New York Premiere | Kardash Onnig | United States | 2022 | 62 mins
The story of the filmmaker’s four generations of Armenian survivor family who migrated from its ancestral home in Turkey to Syria, then Lebanon, and, finally, to the US. Q&A with the filmmaker.

The desire to live
SUNDAY MARCH 17 - 3:00pm

World Premiere | Web Series | Mariam Avetisyan | Armenia | 2022 | 20:00 mins
A brave young filmmaker from Artsakh shows post-war life and the aftermath of the 2020 war.

Edge
SUNDAY MARCH 17 - 3:00pm

WORLD Premiere DOC Short | Sona Khachatryan | Armenia | 2023 | 11:47 mins
This film transports the viewer to the edges of Yerevan, where the environment shapes the stories of its inhabitants.

Below films screen online only

The forgotten homeland
SUNDAY MARCH 17 - 3:00pm

New York Premiere | Essam Nagy | Egypt | 2022 | 72 mins
A documentary about life at the border between Armenia and Azerbaijan Q&A with the filmmaker.

Blockade

US Premiere Hakob Melkonyan | Armenia | 2021 | 85 mins
For thirty years, the inhabitants of the Armenian village of Chinari have been trying to survive the war between Azeris and Armenians and a blockade.

Manuscripts Don’t Burn

NY Premiere | Mariam Oghanyan | Armenia | 2023 | 57 mins
The Armenian heritage of Lviv (Western Ukraine), the writings of Armenian traveler Simeon Lehatsi, and the history of the Armenian church, closed during Soviet time.

Metamorphoses

World Premiere | Narrative Short | Trocquenet Valère, Fert Florence | France | 2023 | 27:16 mins
A series of mysterious metamorphoses lead two inspectors on an investigation into the teeming and humorous world of artist Saró, (Evguenia Sarkissyan).

Early Bird $5 Single tickets, $12 Trio, $75 Trio Elite and $100 All-Access passes are now on sale for a limited time only, here

Contact for group tickets, or interviews outreach.srff@gmail.com  www.ratedsrfilms.org